We show that finding a minimal number of landmark nodes for a unique virtual addressing by hop-distances in wireless ad-hoc sensor networks is NPcomplete even if the networks are unit disk graphs that contain only Gabriel edges. This problem is equivalent to Metric Dimension for Gabriel unit disk graphs. The Gabriel edges of a unit disc graph induce a planar O( √ n) distance and an optimal energy spanner. This is one of the most interesting restrictions of Metric Dimension in the context of wireless multi-hop networks.
Introduction
Wireless radio networks in which all nodes have the same radio range are often modeled as unit disc graphs. An undirected graph is a unit disk graph (UDG) if its vertices can be embedded in the Euclidean plane R 2 by an embedding ρ such that two vertices u, v are connected by an edge if and only if their Euclidean distance d e (u, v) := ρ(u) − ρ(v) 2 is at most 1. The vertices represent the sensor nodes and the undirected edges the symmetric communication channels between them. Two sensor nodes can communicate with each other, if they are close enough.
A widely used idea to reduce the complexity of distributed algorithms for wireless ad-hoc sensor networks is to consider only some of the available connections. The strongest restriction that preserves connectivity is a spanning tree. A spanning tree unfortunately does not allow efficient routing through the network. A slightly weaker restriction is the Gabriel graph [13] . An edge {u, v} of an embedded graph G is a Gabriel edge, if there is no vertex w such that d e (u, w)
The Gabriel edges induce a planar O( √ n) distance and optimal energy spanner G ′ of G, see [3] . That is, the ratio between the length of a shortest path in G ′ and G is of O( √ n) if the costs of the edges {u, v} are d e (u, v), and 1 if the costs of the edges are d e (u, v) α for some α ≥ 2.
Many routing algorithms for wireless ad-hoc sensor networks are based on virtual coordinates, see for example VCap [5] , JUMPS [2] , GLIDER [11] , VCost [10] , BVR [12] , and HBR [15] . The virtual coordinates are computed from the distances to specific nodes called landmarks, anchors, or beacons [12, 18] . The setup of the virtual addressing starts by selecting some landmark nodes that flood large parts of the network. After that every node defines its virtual coordinates depending on the distances to the landmark nodes.
The virtual coordinates can be used to route a message through the network. Most routing algorithms require the virtual addresses to be unique. Packet delivery is also only guaranteed if different nodes have different virtual coordinates. The length of the virtual addresses increases with the number of landmark nodes. Since every landmark node has to flood large parts of the network during initialization, the number of landmark nodes should be as small as possible to reduce the amount of consumed energy. These conditions cause the question of how to determine a minimum set of landmark nodes that provides a unique virtual addressing.
From a graph theoretical point of view, the decision version of the problem above is called Metric Dimension. A set of vertices S ⊆ V of a graph G = (V, E) is called a resolving set, if for every vertex pair u, v ∈ V there is at least one vertex s ∈ S such that the distance between s and u differs from the distance between s and v. A graph has metric dimension at most k if there is a resolving set of size at most k. Metric Dimension is known to be NP-complete for general graphs as well as for planar graphs [9, 14, 18] . For a fixed number of landmarks k it is decidable in polynomial time. It is also decidable in polynomial time for special classes of graphs like trees, wheels, complete graphs, k-regular bipartite graphs and outerplanar graphs [7, 9, 18, 19, 20] . The approximability of Metric Dimension by centralized algorithms has been studied for bounded degree, dense, and general graphs in [16] . There are also boundaries for the metric dimension of some special classes of graphs, see [6, 8] .
In this paper, we prove that Metric Dimension is NP-complete even for unit disk graphs that contain only Gabriel edges. This is the most interesting restriction of the problem in the context of computing unique virtual addresses in wireless ad-hoc sensor networks. We show how to construct in polynomial time for an arbitrary instance (X, C) of a special satisfiability problem a Gabriel unit disk graph H ψ and an integer k such that there is a satisfying truth assignment for X if and only if there is a resolving set S for H ψ of size at most k.
Definitions and terminology
Let G = (V, E) be a directed or undirected graph. That is, V is the set of vertices and E is the set of directed edges E ⊆ {(u, v) | u, v ∈ V, u = v} or undirected edges E ⊆ {{u, v} | u, v ∈ V, u = v}, respectively. A graph
A sequence of k vertices (v 1 , . . . , v k ) of G is called a directed path if G is directed and (v i , v i+1 ) ∈ E for 1 ≤ i < k. It is called an undirected path if G is undirected and {v i , v i+1 } ∈ E for 1 ≤ i < k.
Gabriel unit disk graphs
For a vector (x, y) ∈ R 2 , let (x, y) 2 := x 2 + y 2 be its Euclidean norm.
Definition 2. For an undirected graph G = (V, E) and an embedding ρ : V → R 2 of its vertices an edge {u, v} is a Gabriel edge if there is no vertex w ∈ V with ρ(u) − ρ(w)
2 for which all edges in E are Gabriel edges. Such an embedding is called a GUDG embedding.
2 with the following two properties:
2. for every edge between two vertices u and v there is a line in R 2 connecting the points ρ(u) and ρ(v) such that no two lines for two different edges intersect except at a common endpoint.
Metric Dimension
The distance d(u, v) between two nodes u, v ∈ V in a graph G = (V, E) is the smallest integer k for which there is a path between u and v with k edges. Definition 4. Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph. A set of vertices S ⊆ V is a resolving set for G, see for example [4, 7, 17] , if for every pair u, v ∈ V of two distinct vertices there is a vertex s ∈ S such that d(u, s) = d(v, s). The minimum size of a resolving set for an undirected graph G is called the metric dimension of G.
In this paper, we consider the complexity of the following decision problem.
GUDG Metric Dimension

Given:
A GUDG G = (V, E) and a positive integer k. Question: Is there a resolving set S ⊆ V for G of size at most k?
For a given undirected graph G and a positive integer k, deciding whether there is a resolving set for G of size at most k is NP-complete for general graphs [14, 18] and even for planar graphs [9] . We extend this and show that it remains NP-complete for GUDGs with vertex degree ≤ 6.
Satisfiability
Let X = {x 1 , . . . , x n } be a set of boolean variables. A truth assignment for X is a function t : X → {true, false}. If t(x i ) = true then we say variable x i is true under t; if t(x i ) = false then we say variable x i is false under t. If x i is a variable of X then x i and x i are literals over X; x i is called a positive literal, x i is called a negative literal. The positive literal x i is true under t if and only if variable x i is true under t; negative literal x i is true under t if and only if variable x i is false under t. A clause over X is a set of literals over X. It represents the disjunction of literals which is satisfied by a truth assignment t if and only if at least one of its literals is true under t. A collection C of clauses over X is satisfiable if and only if there is a truth assignment t that simultaneously satisfies all clauses of C.
Definition 5. Let X be a set of boolean variables and C be a collection of clauses over X. The directed clause variable graph G ψ of ψ = (X, C) has a vertex x for every variable x ∈ X and a vertex c for every clause c ∈ C. There is a directed edge (x, c) from variable vertex x to clause vertex c if and only if c contains literal x or x.
The following problem is NP-complete as shown in Corollary 3 of [9] .
1-Negative Planar 3-Sat
Given:
A set X of boolean variables and a collection C of clauses over X such that • every variable x ∈ X occurs in exactly two or three clauses, once as a negative literal, and once or twice as a positive literal, • the clause variable graph G ψ for ψ = (X, C) is planar, • every clause contains two or three literals and • every clause with three literals contains at least one negative literal.
Question: Is there a satisfying truth assignment for C?
Definition 6. Let G = (V, E) be a directed planar graph and ρ : V → Z 2 be an embedding of the vertices of G. An edge path of length k − 1 for an edge
A planar orthogonal grid drawing of a directed graph G = (V, E) is a pair (ρ, E) where
2 is an embedding of the vertices of G,
• E is a collection of edge paths, one for every edge of G, and
• no two distinct edge paths (u, v) and (u ′ , v ′ ) of E have a common point p unless the corresponding two edges (u, v) and
3. Main result
The membership to NP is obvious, because it is easy to verify in polynomial time whether a given set of vertices S is a resolving set. The NP-hardness is shown by a reduction from 1-Negative Planar 3-Sat.Every directed planar graph with vertex degree at most four has a planar orthogonal grid drawing, whose size (determined by the number of grid points used for the edge paths) is polynomially bounded in the number of vertices. Such a drawing can be computed in polynomial time using the algorithms described in [21, 22] . Let G ψ be a planar clause variable graph for ψ. Since the vertices of G ψ have a degree of at most three, we can assume that we have a planar orthogonal grid drawing (ρ, E) for G ψ .
The following preprocessing phase modifies ψ = (X, C) into an equivalent instance ψ ′ = (X ′ , C ′ ) for which there is a planar orthogonal grid drawing (ρ ′ , E ′ ) for the clause variable graph G ψ ′ whose edge paths have a length of at most two. This upper bound on the length of the edge paths is necessary, because the gadget that is going to represent the edge paths cannot be embedded across arbitrarily large areas.
Let (x, c) be an edge of the clause variable graph G ψ whose edge path in E is (x, c) = (p 1 , . . . , p k ) with length l = k − 1 ≥ 3. Assume clause c contains a positive literal x (the case for a negative literal x runs analogously). Then a new variable h and a new clause c ′ = {x, h} are inserted and the positive literal x in clause c is replaced by the positive literal h. The new sets of variables and clauses again define an instance for 1-Negative Planar 3-Sat that has a satisfying truth assignment if and only if the original instance has a satisfying truth assignment. The original planar orthogonal grid drawing for G ψ is modified for the new clause variable graph as follows. Define ρ(c
, and (h, c) := (p 3 , . . . , p k ). The old edge path of length l is now replaced by two edge paths of length 1 and one edge path of length l − 2. This splitting step is repeated until all edge paths have length at most two. See Figure 1 for an example. 
The construction of H ψ
The GUDG H ψ is assembled using copies of the following 6 graphs called gadgets. Some of these gadgets are similar to the gadgets used in [9] for the proof that Planar Metric Dimension is NP-complete. The modifications are done to obtain GUDGs. Every gadget has two or three special path pairs called (t, f )-path pairs. The (t, f )-path pairs are used to represent the edges of the clause variable graph G ψ ′ . The end-vertices of degree one of a (t, f )-path pair are called a (t, f )-vertex pair.
1. There are three variable gadgets G v is used for the case that the corresponding variable is contained in three clauses, once as a negative literal and twice as a positive literal. The other two are used for the case that the corresponding variable is contained in two clauses, once as a negative literal and once as a positive literal. These three gadgets have two different types of (t, f )-path pairs marked by ⊖ for the negative literal and ⊕ for the positive literals. The ⊖-(t, f )-vertex pair is (t 1,14 , f 1,14 ), the ⊕-(t, f )-vertex pairs are (t 2,14 , f 2,14 ) and (t 3,14 , f 3,14 ).
2. There are two clause gadgets G 3. There is an edge gadget G e for the edges of G ψ ′ , see Figure 3 to the right.
It is used to connect variable gadgets with clause gadgets and consists of two disjoint paths with 37 vertices each.
These two paths represent one (t, f )-path pair with two (t, f )-vertex pairs (t 1 , f 1 ) and (t 37 , f 37 ). Graph H ψ contains for every variable x ∈ X ′ with two positive literals and one negative literal in the clauses of C ′ a copy of G The gadgets are connected to each other by identifying (t, f )-vertex pairs as follows. Let G x be a variable gadget for variable x, G c a clause gadget for clause c, and G e the edge gadget for the edge (x, c) ∈ E G ψ ′ . One (t, f )-vertex pair of G e is identified with one (t, f )-vertex pair of G c and the other (t, f )-vertex pair of G e is identified with one (t, f )-vertex pair of G x . If clause c contains the positive literal x, then a ⊕-(t, f )-vertex pair is used, otherwise, a ⊖-(t, f )-vertex pair is used.
Identifying two (t, f )-vertex pairs (t 1 , f 1 ) and (t 2 , f 2 ) means that all vertices adjacent to t 2 are connected to t 1 , all vertices adjacent to f 2 are connected to f 1 , and then the two vertices t 2 , f 2 and their incident edges are removed.
A GUDG embedding for H ψ
In this section, it is shown that H ψ can be assembled such that there is a GUDG embedding ρ H ψ for H ψ = (V ψ , E ψ ). For each gadget G we present several different GUDG embeddings. In every of these embeddings the vertices of the gadget are mapped to positions inside a polygon. The (t, f )-vertices are tile is a pair (G, ρ G ) , where G = (V, E) is one of the gadgets defined above and ρ G : V → R 2 is a GUDG embedding for G, called tile embedding, such that for every (t, f )-vertex pair (t, f ), We The tile embeddings resulting from the last embedding of Figure 7 for edge gadget G e are only used for edges whose edge paths have length 1. For edge paths of length 2, the following definition is used.
Let S x,y := {(
, 6]} be the square of side length 12 and center (0, 0) translated by (x, y) ∈ Z 2 . The vertices of G e are mapped to positions of one of the following polygons P i , 1 ≤ i ≤ 6, formed by the union of 3 squares. (G e , ρ) , where G e = (V, E) is the edge gadget defined above and ρ : V → P i for some i ∈ {1, . . . , 6} is a GUDG embedding for G e , called tile triple embedding, such that {{ρ(t 1 ), ρ(f 1 )}, {ρ(t 37 ), ρ(f 37 )}} is either {{(−18, Definition 9. The orientation of a (t, f )-vertex pair (t, f ) inside a tile (triple) (G, ρ) is TF, if ρ(t) is encounter before ρ(f ) on a clockwise traversal of the corresponding polygon and FT otherwise. Table  1 lists the types of all available tile embeddings.
Definition 8. A tile triple is a pair
Next we place the tiles and tile triples according to the planar orthogonal grid drawing (ρ G ψ ′ , E) of the clause variable graph G ψ ′ .
Let (v, c) be an edge of G ψ ′ with edge path (v, c) = ((x 1 , y 1 ) , . . . , (x n , y n )). Edge (v, c) is from-left, from-right, from-top, or from-bottom if x 2 > x 1 , x 2 < x 1 , y 2 < y 1 , or y 2 > y 1 , respectively. Analogously it is to-left, to-right, to-top, or to-bottom if x n < x n−1 , x n > x n−1 , y n > y n−1 , or y n < y n−1 . Edge (v, c) is a ⊕-edge or a ⊖-edge if variable v occurs in clause c as a positive or negative literal.
A tile or tile triple (G, ρ G ) has a left-, right-, top-, or bottom-(t, f )-vertex pair if gadget G has a (t, f )-vertex pair mapped to ((x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 )) such that
Let v be a variable vertex of G ψ ′ and G be the copy of the gadget for v. Then a tile (G, ρ G ) for G is chosen whose (t, f )-vertices are arranged according to the directions of the edges e = (v, c) from v in the following sense. If, for example, e is a ⊕-from-left edge then tile (G, ρ G ) has a right-⊕-(t, f )-vertex pair. If e is a ⊖-from-top edge then tile (G, ρ G ) has a bottom-⊖-(t, f )-vertex pair, etc.
Let c be a clause vertex of G ψ ′ and G be the copy of the gadget for c. Then a tile (G, ρ G ) for G is chosen whose (t, f )-vertices are arranged according to the directions of the edges e = (v, c) to c in the following sense. If, for example, e is a to-left edge then tile (G, ρ G ) has a right-(t, f )-vertex pair. If e is a to-top edge then tile (G, ρ G ) has a bottom-(t, f )-vertex pair, etc.
Let e be an edge of G ψ ′ and G be the copy of the gadget for e. Then a tile or tile triple (G, ρ G ) for G is chosen whose (t, f )-vertices are arranged according to the direction of edge e in the following sense. If, for example, e is a fromleft-to-right edge then (G, ρ G ) has a left-and a right-(t, f )-vertex pair. If e is a from-top-to-bottom edge then (G, ρ G ) has a top-and bottom-(t, f )-vertex pair, etc.
To construct a GUDG embedding ρ H ψ for H ψ we place the vertices of the gadgets as follows.
1. Let G be a gadget inserted into H ψ for a variable or clause vertex u of the clause variable graph G ψ ′ , and let (G, ρ G ) be the selected tile. Then the GUDG embedding ρ H ψ for the vertices w from gadget G is defined by
2. Let G be a gadget inserted into H ψ for an edge path (u, v) = ((x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 )) ∈ E of length 1, and let (G, ρ G ) be the selected tile for gadget G. Then the GUDG embedding ρ H ψ for the vertices w from gadget G is defined by ρ H ψ (w) := 12 · ((x 1 , y 1 ) + (x 2 , y 2 )) + ρ G (w).
3. Let G be a gadget inserted into H ψ for an edge path (u, v) = ((x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), (x 3 , y 3 )) ∈ E of length 2, and let (G, ρ G ) be the type gadget tile embedding
selected tile triple for gadget G. Then the GUDG embedding ρ H ψ for the vertices w from gadget G is defined by ρ H ψ (w) := 24 · (x 2 , y 2 ) + ρ G (w). Figure 9 shows an example of the placed tiles for the clause variable graph G ψ ′ of Figure 1 . Graph H ψ is defined by the union of gadgets through identification of their (t, f )-vertices. Thus we have to show that it is always possible to select a tile (or tile triple) for every inserted copy of a gadget such that identified vertices are placed at the same position.
Every tile and tile triple embedding is a GUDG embedding. A GUDG embedding for the inner part used in the variable gadgets is shown in Figure  9 . The distance between non-(t, f )-vertices from different tiles is always greater than 1. Thus, the resulting embedding ρ H ψ is a GUDG embedding for H ψ . If t is identified with t ′ and f is identified with f ′ then there only are the following two cases left to be considered due to the restrictions for the placement of (t, f )-vertex pairs inside tiles and tile triples.
). In the first case there is no problem, the second case is called an orientation conflict. ρ H ψ is a valid embedding if it has no orientation conflicts. Lemma 1. Let (G, ρ) be a variable tile. Then there also is a variable tile (G ′ , ρ ′ ) with: 0.45, 0.85) (4, 3, 3) t 2,0 (−1.35, 0.9) (4, 2, 4) N 1 (−0.36, 0.65) (3, 3, 3) f 2,0 (−1.08, −0.06) (3, 1, 3 Table 2 : Coordinates for the GUDG embedding in Figure 9 and the distances from a 3 ) ) from each vertex to a 1 , a 2 , and a 3
Proof. The only ambiguity during the assembly of H ψ is the selection of either G 2 v,a or G 2 v,b for a variable that occurs once as a positive literal. To decide which gadget has to be used, we start with any selection of tiles for the variable and clause vertices that fit the directions of the edges of G ′ ψ as described above. By selecting tiles and tile triples for the edge gadgets that do not cause an orientation conflict with the adjacent variable tile, we can assume w.l.o.g. that all orientation conflicts are directly between clause and variable tiles. Now resolve all existing orientation conflicts as follows: By Lemma 2 we can select a clause tile (G 2 c , ρ) for every clause containing two literals that does not cause any orientation conflicts with the adjacent two variable tiles. For every clause containing three literals we can select a clause tile (G 3 c , ρ) that causes at most one orientation conflict. Since every clause with three literals contains at least one negative literal x we can restrict this orientation conflict to the variable tile (G x , ρ x ) for variable x. By Lemma 1, we can then select a variable tile (G ′ x , ρ ′ x ) that causes neither this orientation conflict nor one with another adjacent clause tile. G ′ x is the variable gadget that has to be used for variable x during the assembly of H ψ . Since every orientation conflict is solved by at most three local replacements of tiles and tile triples that never cause new orientation conflicts to appear the tile selection for a valid GUDG embedding, and by extend the GUDG H ψ , can be computed in polynomial time.
Correctness
In this section, we prove that there is a resolving set S for H ψ of size at most 4 · |X ′ | if and only if there is a satisfying truth assignment for ψ. Proof. Let u, v be an arbitrary vertex pair of H ψ . Case 1. u and v belong to the same gadget copy G. Case 1.1. G is a variable gadget copy. Vertex pair u, v = T 1 , T 2 is unsolved by F , because every shortest path from a landmark of F to T 1 and T 2 passes one of the f i,0 vertices and
The vertex pairs u, v = t i,j , f i,j+1 , 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, 0 ≤ j ≤ 13 are resolved by the forced landmarks from the variable gadgets connected to this (t, f )-path pair via one clause gadget and two edge gadgets. All other vertex pairs u, v are resolved by one of the forced landmarks of G, see table 2. Case 1.2. G is an edge gadget copy. All edge gadgets are basically extensions of the (t, f )-path pairs inside the clause and variable gadgets, so this case has already been covered in case 1.1. Case 1.3. G is a clause gadget copy. The vertex pair u, v = w 1 , w 2 is unsolved by F , because all shortest paths from the forced landmarks to w 1 and w 2 enter G via an f path and pass vertex m. All other vertex pairs u, v are resolved by at least one forced landmark in an adjacent variable gadget copy, see table 3.
Case 2. u and v belong to different gadget copies.
Case 2.1. u and v belong to variable gadget copies G 1 and G 2 , respectively. All forced landmarks of G 1 resolve the pair u, v: The distance from a forced landmark of G 1 to any vertex of G 1 is at most 18 (e.g. d(a 1 , t 2,14 ) ) while the distance to any vertex of G 2 is greater than 18, because any shortest path has to traverse at least two edge gadgets and one clause gadget. . d(a 1 , t 1,15 ) ), while all shortest paths to vertices of a non-adjacent clause gadget have a length greater than 86, since they have to traverse three edge gadgets, one clause gadget and one variable gadget. Case 2.4.2. G x is not adjacent to G e . Every forced landmarks a in G x resolves u, v: The distance from a to any vertex in G x is at most 18 while the distance to any vertex in G e is greater than 18, since the shortest path has to traverse at least one other edge gadget and one clause gadget. Case 2.6.2. G c is not adjacent to G e . If v belongs to a (t, f )-vertex pair of G e then this case has already been covered in one of the previous cases, because v has been identified with a vertex from a clause or variable gadget. So we can assume that v ∈ {t 2 , · · · , t 36 , f 2 , · · · , f 36 }. Let a be the forced landmark closest to v inside a variable gadget adjacent to G e . Then a resolves u, v, because d(a, v) ≤ 51 while the distance from a to any vertex in G c is at least 52.
Lemma 5. The vertex pair T 1 , T 2 can only be resolved by T 1 , T 2 , N 1 , N 2 or F of the same gadget copy G x .
Proof. Anyone of these vertices obviously resolves T 1 , T 2 and except for N 2 they also resolve N 1 , F . Furthermore there are shortest paths from T 1 and T 2 to any other vertex v in G x that cross either t 2,0 or t 3,0 , meaning that v does not resolve T 1 , T 2 , because d(T 1 , v) = min{d(t 2,0 , v), d(t 3,0 , v)} + 1 = d(T 2 , v). thus resolving w 1 , w 2 . ⇐: Let S be a resolving set for H ψ with 4 · |X ′ | vertices. According to Lemmata 3 and 5 S contains 3 · |X ′ | forced landmarks and one of the vertices T 1 , T 2 , N 1 , N 2 or F for every variable in X ′ . Now construct a truth assignment A for ψ ′ by setting A(x) to f alse if the fourth landmark in x's variable gadget copy is F and true otherwise. Then A satisfies ψ ′ : S resolves w 1 , w 2 in every clause gadget copy, so there is one landmark s ∈ S for each copy such that d(s, w 1 ) = d(s, w 2 ). This implies that the shortest path p from s to either w 1 or w 2 does not contain m and enters the clause gadget through the adjacent t path. So s has to be inside the variable gadget that is connected to the clause gadget through one edge gadget:
Assume that it is not. Then p has to traverse an entire clause gadget G c and another variable gadget G v first. Independent of where p enters G c , on a shortest path to a vertex outside of G v it is never shorter to leave G c through a t path than crossing G c 's m node and leaving through the f path. So p enters G v through an f path, maybe contains the N 2 node of G v and leaves through another f path, hence not resolving w 1 , w 2 .
Since p enters the clause gadget through the t path and s also resolves T 1 , T 2 in its variable gadget, A(x) has been set to f alse if the clause gadget is connected to the ⊖-(t, f )-path pair of the variable gadget and true otherwise. So every clause contains at least one positive literal whose variable is set to true or one negative literal whose variable is set to f alse, meaning that ψ ′ is satisfied. And because ψ ′ is satisfiable, the original instance ψ is satisfiable.
